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Reports for 2014
Bird watching bonanza. Sunday 12th January 2014
On the journey down to South Devon, magpies were the most frequently seen bird although over Exmoor we were
pleased to see some red deer. The only excitement was a face to face encounter with a barn owl as it brushed the car
windscreen.
Down at Topsham we discovered a brand new footpath and cycle track leading down to Exmouth. The top end is
at the other side of the railway line to the RSPB reserve at Bowling Green Marsh, so a quick diversion onto it and to
the beautifully constructed viewing platform overlooking the River Clyst. Unfortunately nobody had told the birds
as there was just one redshank and two curlews of significantly different size but no amount of wishful thinking could
one be made to be a whimbrel.
At the entrance to the hide, feeders have now been installed and these were frequented by great, blue and long
tailed tits, robin, blackbird, dunnock, chaffinch, goldfinch and a greenfinch. Out on the reserve there were relatively
few waders but plenty of ducks including the lovely pintail, tufted, gadwall, teal, wigeon, shoveler, mallard and the
highlight of the day a long tailed duck. The later being listed as a very scarce winter visitor to Devon.
At the viewing platform overlooking the lower reaches of the River Clyst there was nothing of note nor in the
field leading to the platform. Down at the Goat Walk, were lots of avocets, black and bar tailed godwits, a selection
of gulls including a common gull and three red breasted mergansers bobbing along on the River Exe. All these were
some distance away so whilst we were studying these through our telescopes we were nearly run over by a group of
turnstones inspecting the high tide line at our feet. On the way back to the cars we passed the field by the path to the
viewing platform and it was now full of brent geese and curlews.
Because of the flood water we couldn’t get to Exminster Marshes but we managed to go to Powderham where
the fallow deer were away in the distance well away from where it had been flooded. However the stop produced a
kingfisher, green sandpiper, little egret and a rock pipit. At the approach to Starcross is a field that always looked as
if it should have birds in it but never does. However on this occasion it was full of rooks, jackdaws, Canada geese,
redshanks, greenshanks, wood pigeons and another kingfisher. On a field just after Starcross was another large
gathering of geese this time of brent geese although we couldn’t find the black brant which had been reported there.
There were plenty of oystercatchers there plus a couple of Canada geese.
Down to Dawlish Warren for our picnic lunch before embarking on the trek to the hide at the end of the sand hills.
We had to make a detour as our normal route was still flooded and then the rains came so we sheltered in the
information centre. Some intrepid souls wanted to do a sea watch but soon returned wetter than the rough sea they
had gone to watch.
Still 67 different species of birds was not that bad considering the weather we have had recently and that the rains
came in earlier than forecast.
Brian Sims

Annual Indoor Meeting. 21st February 2014
Now we’ve all seen wildlife programmes on the television but never realized quite how much effort goes into making
them. Andrew Cooper who was a BBC wildlife cameraman and photographer before becoming a wildlife film
producer for the BBC natural history unit, entertained us with some “behind the scenes tales”.
Like the time he was on an elephant whilst filming tigers and dropped his lens hood -not wishing to dismount and
pick it up with a hungry tiger nearby - he communicated with the elephant driver who got the elephant to pick it up
and return it to him.
Nowadays health and safety have an effect on how they approach things, to the extent that they have to go on a course
to learn about ropes and have to wear a hard hat if they go more than two metres off the ground. How they managed
to film swimming underwater with polar bears or taking photographs from inside a volcano, he didn’t elaborate on
too much.
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BBC wildlife programmes have an excellent international reputation and he used this on one occasion to speed
his way through customs. A large coloured lady barred his exit from the customs hall at a US airport and wanted to
know what was in each of his 24 cases. When she found out that he not only knew Sir David Attenborough but often
wrote his scripts, she became putty in his hands.
On another occasion he was with Sir Peter Scott at Slimbridge, when Sir Peter had to leave the room to take a
telephone call. When who should pop his head round the door but wildlife artist Keith Shackleton and when he saw
one of Sir Peter’s paintings he thought it need some geese in the top right hand corner so he picked up a brush and
painted some in. When Andrew Cooper queried whether he should be doing this, the reply was that Sir Peter often
did it to his paintings. So if you have a painting by Peter Scott or Keith Shackleton it may not all be their own work.
The evening had started with a short presentation by John Bradbeer concerning the biodiversity audit which the
Devon Wildlife Trust are carrying out in various parishes including Weare Giffard. We had allowed him to have a
few minutes as DWT have been good to us in the past with several of our outings. What we hadn’t realised was that
Andrew Cooper is the chairman of DWT, so we would all have got some brownie points.
The evening came to a close all too quickly as everyone had enjoyed his talk.
My thanks to all those who helped to make it a successful evening. Including the production, distribution and
displaying of the posters, donating raffle prizes, putting out the chairs, taking the money on the door, selling the raffle
tickets, manning the BNA stand on the evening and at Tesco’s, looking after the speaker and organising the teas and
coffees.

Steps Bridge and Yarner Wood. 23rd March 2014
The day before the outing I was reading an article in The Daily Telegraph by Martin Hughes-Games (he of
Springwatch fame) in which he listed his favourite places to see various aspects of nature throughout the year. Top
of his list was the Dunsford Nature Reserve at Steps Bridge. So on arrival at the site my worst fears were confirmed
as there were cars parked everywhere and large groups of people milling around.
But as we started the walk along side the crystal clear waters of the River Teign as it tumbled and splashed it’s
way over the moss covered boulders we only came across relatively few walkers, so where everyone had disappeared
to, nobody knew. Whilst we had seen plenty of cultivated daffodils on the way down in people’s gardens and on the
road side verges, we soon came across swathes of genuine wild daffodils, sparkling in the sunshine as if someone
had scattered handfuls of gold dust about.

Photo: Elizabeth Goverd
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Nuthatches were very much in evidence, singing their many repetitive songs, with one spring cleaning a potential
nest site. Great tits, blue tits and long tailed tits flitted amongst the bare branches of the trees silhouetted against the
blue sky whilst a song thrush established his territory and chiffchaffs announced their arrival. Grey squirrels were
busy with their acrobatic leaps from one precarious branch to another and a wren disturbed by this activity whizzed
across the river and disappeared into the exposed roots of the bank side trees.
The yellow of the daffodils was picked up by the celandines, dandelions, primroses and the gorse bushes with the
occasional burst of white from the wood anemones and even some white violets. Eventually the grey wagtails put in
an appearance but the dippers were conspicuous by their absence.
Off now to Yarner Wood via the main road from Moretonhampstead to Bovey Tracey, this was reduced to a
single vehicle width in quite a few places but is still classed as an “A” road! Picnic lunch in the warm sunshine Spring must be here.
From one of the hides a pair of siskins were seen on the feeders and on the pond were two immaculate drake
mandarin ducks and a female. On the walk through the woods we came across whortleberry plants just coming into
flower and we were accompanied some of the way by four black ponies of undetermined origin. The trees included
beech, silver birch, alder, holly and several mature oaks. Some of the fallen trees had interesting fungi on them
including the many zoned polypore and coriolellas albidus.
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Into another hide, which overlooked a valley with the trees on the opposite hillside including some Scots pine.
Not a bird in sight and just as we were getting restless and about to leave a raven flew by and then a pair of goshawks
appeared. The latter was one of the highlights of the day as they were a “lifer” for several of us. Outside in the sun,
wood ants were not only stirring but actually seen disputing the ownership of a dead caterpillar.
So homeward bound after another cracking day.
Brian Sims

Venford, Dartmoor, Sunday 27th April 2014
The rains the previous day had swollen the West Dart River, so there was quite a lot of water flowing under our first
stop at Hexworthy Bridge. This is an old stone bridge and is just wide enough for a car to pass over it. The noise of
the rushing water drowned out most of the bird song but a determined song thrush made himself heard.
We were accompanied on the walk from Venford by plenty of meadow pipits and some very smart looking
stonechats. On our way up to Bench Tor, there were some Dartmoor ponies with a couple of very young foals
tottering about on their spindly legs.
Off the moorland and into the woodland which ran down to the river below where the trees were just starting to
come into leaf, a meadow pipit was parachuting down like a tree pipit. At the top of the other side of the wooded
valley was Aish Tor where ravens were playing in the wind whilst a buzzard circled lazily about. Some 100 metres
below, the river now the River Dart (the West Dart and East Dart rivers combined at Dartmeet) was a raging torrent.
Through the woods which form part of the Dart Valley nature reserve, blue tits and chaffinches were the most
numerous birds but we did also see a gold crest, coal tit and for some of us our first tree creeper of the year. The
woodland floor was strewn with granite rocks and boulders of all shapes and sizes and all covered in mosses of
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various hues of green. Sprinkled about were wood sorrel, violets, primroses and the occasional red campion. Many
of the trees had ferns growing on them as well as an abundance of bracket fungi and on one was a beautiful specimen
of yellow brain fungus. Towards the end of the walk we eventually heard and saw both male and female pied
flycatchers.
After a picnic lunch, was a walk by the reservoir amongst the flowering rhododendron bushes along with a very
confiding willow warbler. The actual reservoir produced a great crested grebe and a mallard with swallows hawking
for insects over the water.
So homeward bound, past such landmarks as the Merrivale TV mast and Dartmoor prison at Princetown.

Emsworthy Mire, Dartmoor. Sunday May 25th 2014
Emsworthy Mire is situated on Dartmoor just to the west of Haytor. The whole area is a Devon Wildlife Trust site
and extends to some 242 acres with Becka Brook running along one of it’s boundaries. The mire itself is home to
round leaved sundew, bog asphodel, bogbean, sphagnum and other mosses. However after the recent heavy rains of
the previous days it was impossible to walk over the mire part but we were confronted by fields and fields of bluebells
enclosed by dry stone walls. These typical woodland plants had not read the script and were an amazing sight out in
the open. On the hillside opposite were some Belted Galloway cattle (as seen on Adam’s farm on Countryfile) which
apparently last year had been let loose on the bluebell sites, to the detriment of the plants.

A curlew was doing it’s amazing display flight whilst crows and jackdaws played on the wind. A cuckoo called
from the woods and a female cuckoo flew across to Saddle Tor. Goldcrest, goldfinch and a redstart were seen with
lots of swallows flying around hawking for insects. On a calmer and sunnier day we may have seen marsh and small
pearl bordered fritillaries, bog hoverflies, dragon and damselflies but all we had was a distant view of a white butterfly.
After a picnic lunch, it was off to the 168 acre SSSI site of Blackslade Mire nearby where there is a transition of
habitats from dry unimproved grassland through wet heath to the mire itself. Here we had hoped to see bog
pimpernel, bog pondweed, marsh pennywort and pale butterwort but again it was deemed too wet to venture into the
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mire. However we did see willow warbler, stonechat, tree and meadow pipits on the periphery. Some Dartmoor
ponies with some very young foals provided a lovely photographic opportunity.
Back down to Bovey Tracy to one of our favourite places for a cream tea. We had only had a few spots of rain
but on returning to North Devon we found out it had been raining heavily for some time.
My thanks to Norman and John for keeping the bird and flower lists.
My thanks to those who helped man the stand at the recent plants and wildlife show at RHS Rosemoor at Torrington.
Brian Sims

Ladies Mile, Trentishoe. Sunday 13th July 2014
Trentishoe is one of Exmoor’s smallest parishes and the tiny church of St Peter’s was reckoned to be one of the
smallest in Devon until the chancel was added some 150 years ago. At one time the Manor was also the rectory and
the Ladies Mile footpath was made to enable the ladies of the manor to walk to the church.
As we drove along, the Devon lanes were filled with the white trumpets of hedge bindweed, the soft pale cream
of meadowsweet all interspersed with splashes of colour from the red campions. When we came out on to Trentishoe
Common there were extensive views of the Welsh coastline to be seen across the Bristol Channel. Down below was
Elwill Bay renowned in the past for smuggling but now the area is one of the few places in the UK where you may
find the high brown fritillary. A butterfly, which in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan, is listed as critically endangered.
When we arrived at the car park several fritillaries were flying about but going so fast it was impossible to tell
which ones they were. The walk along Ladies Mile produced a range of the more common butterflies and flowers.
It was a really peaceful scene with insufficient Summer breeze even to rustle the leaves in the tree canopy which
enabled those with imaginative hearing to detect the mewing of a distant buzzard. The peace was soon shattered
however by a grey squirrel doing some acrobatics. A tree creeper briefly came into view and then resolutely remained
the other side of a moss covered tree trunk. Glimpses of several other small birds were obtained as they looked for
something to eat in the tree tops. A comma and silver washed fritillary stayed still long enough to be identified.
Although it was early July we noticed that the hazel nuts were well formed. As we returned to the car park a lone
swallow put in an appearance.
My thanks to Endymion for keeping the flower and fern lists.
Brian Sims

Brussels lace,
common emerald,
brimstone,
beautiful hook-tip,
brown silver-lines,
coronet,
beautiful golden y,
buff arches,
common white wave,
coxcomb prominent,
buff ermine,
blood-vein,
common wave,
clay triple-lines,
clay,
common marbled carpet,
beautiful carpet,
barred straw,
clouded border,
clouded silver,
burnished brass,
cinnabar,

buff-tip,
udea olivalis
Pandemis cerasana
Chrysoteuchia culmella
Eurrhypara hortulata
Pleuroptya ruralis
Dipleurina lacustrata
Pandemis heparana
Catoptria margaritella
Celypha striana
Eudonia mercurella
Hedya nubiferana
Agapeta hamana
Perinephela lancealis
Celypha lacunana
Lozotaenia forsterana
double line,
dark arches,
dingy footman,
engrailed agg.,
eyed hawk,
double square spot,

early thorn,
dot,
fan-foot,
flame,
green pug,
green arches,
elephant hawk,
july highflyer,
dark/grey dagger agg.,
large yellow underwing,
light emerald,
lychnis,
heart & dart,
lobster,
mottled beauty,
marbled minor agg.,
marbled white spot,
peach blossom,
purple clay,
peppered,
pebble prominent,
poplar hawk,

plain golden y,
riband wave
small fan-footed wave,
rustic,
sandy carpet,
scorched carpet,
snout,
satin beauty,
small elephant hawk,
small rivulet,
scalloped oak,
spectacle,
small fan-foot,
rufous minor,
sharp-angled carpet,
single-dotted wave,
tawny-barred angle,
turnip,
triple spotted clay,
waved carpet,
willow beauty
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Rock pool investigation,Westward Ho!, Wednesday 10th September 2014
It was the highest tide of the year that evening, hence the early afternoon start time and in midweek in order to get to
rock pools which are often not uncovered.
The walk was led by a representative of the Northam Burrows Countryside Centre who came along armed with
buckets, nets, trays and identification charts and assisted by a graduate in environmental science doing a Summer
contract job with the Centre. It was a glorious Indian Summers day as we walked down over the sandy beach, under
a pale blue sky with fluffy white clouds being eased along by a gentle breeze. It was almost impossible to see Lundy
lost in the haze and sea was like the proverbial mill pond with not a breaker in sight.
There were several black headed gulls and herring gulls of varying ages, the occasional crow and an oystercatcher
on the beach.
We soon came across some laver, sea lettuce and gut weed and started ferreting about in the pools. The prawns
were very plump and it was noted that not all were being returned to the pools! There were sand crabs, swimming
crabs and a hermit crab that was encouraged to come partly out of it’s home.
On the rocks were limpets, barnacles, horse winkles and edible winkles. In the pools we found two different types
of blenny, strawberry anemones and a snakelock anemone. Amongst the detritus was a dog fish egg capsule, a razor
shell and the leg of a spider crab. A most peculiar organism was a worm like creature covered in grains of sand like
a caddis fly larva, this apparently was a sand mason. The most excitement was the discovery of a live cowrie as
normally they are found as empty shells.
By now the incoming tide was gathering momentum and as we turned for home a small flock of swallows and
house martins flew by in a north easterly direction obviously deciding it was far too nice to leave for their winter
quarters just yet.
Brian Sims

Red deer on Exmoor, Sunday 19th October 2014

A slight sliver of moon looked down on us as we set off before the crack of dawn although the black headed gulls
were already up and flying about. On the journey up to Hillhead Cross on Exmoor we saw pheasants, partridges,
magpies and quite a few crows and several LBJ’s which whizzed across the road before they could be identified. As
we arrived, Dunkery Beacon was surrounded by a veil of mist but this was soon dispersed by the breeze.
The walk was led by Charles Harding, the red deer warden for The National Trust at Arlington and The Holnicote
Estate. He had already had a quick recce and had heard one stag roaring so off we went in that direction, confronted
at one stage by some very hairy free ranging Highland cattle with extremely long horns. A group of 16 deer including
one quite impressive stag were soon located. They could sense we were about but as we were down wind of them
they couldn’t quite work things out. However a large herd of Exmoor ponies thundered by and that soon shifted them.
As we approached Chetsford Water, lots of meadow pipits, a few skylarks and the occasional wood pigeon were seen
flying about. A very pale buzzard was seen in the distance perched in a tree also watching a couple of stags. In the
road chaffinches were busy feeding on the beech mast that had been crushed by the traffic.
We crossed over the road and went up the valley between Hurdle Down and Alderman’s Barrow and came across a
lovely herd of some 25 red deer including four fairly presentable stags situated around the edge of the herd. Some of
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the hinds still had their sandy coloured Summer coats whilst others already had their darker Winter coats which
enabled them to blend in more easily with the browns and golds and bronzes of the bracken. One of the stags got a
bit closer to the hinds and he was seen off after some bellowing by obviously the top stag. The other two stags decided
that discretion was called for and snuck off in the opposite direction. The original interloper returned but after some
posturing and more roaring was seen off again. Gorse, tormentil and red campion gave little splashes of colour
amongst the bright green leaves of the whortleberry plants (sadly all the berries had long gone). Back to the cars
where we had seen a large flock of golden plover fly over - a sign of approaching Winter- as well as distant views of
what could have Winter migrant thrushes.
A quick trip towards Cloutsham where there were more deer but this time in the fields with cattle and Exmoor horned
sheep.
By now we must have seen some 80 deer in various locations but it was time to go down to Exford for a lovely carvery
lunch. A super day with the photographers having a great time as the periods of sun and cloud gave them tremendous
contrasts to the pictures they took.
Brian Sims

Photos:Mary Chapman
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Annual General Meal, Saturday 8th November 2014
Once again we had the AGM at the Torrington Golf Club. Not only was it a good turnout but everyone was there
well on time which meant we could start promptly.
Most people remembered what they had pre-ordered, so it all went very smoothly. The “entertainment” this year
was a presentation by Liz Fowler on the trip to Dorset made earlier this year by some of our branch members. She
claimed she hasn’t got a posh camera but the photos looked pretty good to me.
Then came the part of the evening where everyone has their chance to say where they would like to go on our outings next year. Obviously some of the firm favourites like the bird watching “bonanza” and the dawn chorus walk
came up but also some new ideas which will be incorporated into next year’s programme.
A discussion then took place regarding possible locations for another 3-4 day branch outing in the UK next year.
Scotland, East Anglia, South Wales, North West England and Cornwall were all considered but in the end following Liz’s presentation where she said there had been so much to see in Dorset, it was agreed to make a return trip
there.
So an enjoyable and constructive evening was had by all and the Golf Club has already been booked for next year’s
AGM.
Brian Sims

Bird watching bonanza, December 14th 2014
It was still dark when we left Barnstaple but as we drove over Exmoor the rising sun produced shafts of yellow and
orange through the gaps in the clouds. A quick coffee on arrival at Dawlish Warren (free car parking!) then off over
the sand hills. The woods around the visitor centre were all closed off, which was a pity as we have often seen several
different smaller birds there but amazingly we did see a water rail. Wrens, robins and eventually stonechats were the
most frequently seen birds as we arrived at the hide just before the only shower of the day. The incoming tide pushed
the waders towards us with a great phalanx of oystercatchers standing motionless just in front of us plus a good
number of golden plover. Turnstones were busy doing what their name implies and the little dunlin were hurriedly
scurrying about.
A water pipit put in an appearance and up the River Exe were several red breasted mergansers. On the way back to
the car park, a sea watch provided a red throated diver, slavonian grebe, a great northern diver which came in close
to the shore and the bird of the day - a long tailed duck.
After a packed lunch it was off up to Powderham where the fallow deer varied from almost white to almost black. A
heron stood sentinel over a flock of grazing wigeon whilst a little grebe kept appearing and disappearing. Over the
other side of the railway line were redshank, greenshank, spotted redshank, black tailed godwit and a little egret.
Round now to the RSPB reserve at Bowling Green Marsh with it’s posh new hide, from which we saw teal, widgeon,
gadwall, pintail, mallard and shoveler ducks. There had been very recent reports of penduline tits in the reeds opposite
the hide but no one had sufficient imagination to claim to have seen them although a reed bunting was spotted.
Down to the goat walk, where there were some 50+ avocets. We were in the middle of counting them when a huge
flock of hundreds of brent geese flew over and spooked the avocets. A quick trip to the viewing platform overlooking
the River Clyst didn’t produce anything fresh but on the way back a water rail obligingly spent ages poking about in
the grass by the hedge and some super photographs were taken of this normally very shy and elusive bird.
The light was now fading fast as we returned home, having had a very satisfying and successful day.
My thanks to Robert and Maria who kept the bird lists.
Brian Sims
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